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Abstract. The usefulness of the general class of spatial econometric models, which relaxes the assumption
that the observations are independent, has only recently been realised. One particularly fruitful application
includes models of parties’ ideological change as well as the electoral consequences of party competition.
In these studies, scholars can explicitly model the spatial interconnectedness of political parties in theoretically pleasing ways, producing inferences that are consistent with formal models of party competition,
but are beyond the grasp of traditional ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models. To illustrate these
benefits, this article replicates Adams and Somer-Topcu’s 2009 study of parties’ responses to ideological
shifts by rival parties to show that appropriately modeling patterns of interconnectivity between parties via
weights matrices provides more realistic inferences that are more consistent with formal models of party
competition.
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Introduction
By shedding light on the linkage between voters and candidates/parties, the Downsian
framework illustrates a central element of representative democracy. Simply knowing two
pieces of information – the distribution of voters’ preferences and the relative positions of
the parties on a one-dimensional scale – explains parties’ policy shifts (Downs 1957). Yet,
empirical tests of these theoretical propositions are highly questionable because the
methods scholars employ make implicit assumptions – mainly that the observations are
conditionally independent – that violate the core of spatial models of party competition.
This produces a substantial disconnect between the formal theory and empirical tests of its
propositions. In this article, I present spatial econometric models as a way of explicitly
modeling the patterns of spatial interconnectedness of parties in advanced democracies.
I provide two pieces of evidence that spatial econometric models represent closer
empirical tests of spatial models than standard, nonspatial ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression. I first lay the groundwork by briefly reviewing the behaviour of vote-maximising
parties in the Downsian formal model. I illustrate the central role that the relative ideological proximity of parties plays in the voter’s choice of which party to support and the
strategies of vote-maximising parties. I then investigate the implicit assumptions often
made by traditional econometric methods (such as OLS) to reveal the gap between the
underlying theory and the empirical tests. More specifically, OLS assumes that the observations are conditionally independent, which forces scholars to assume that parties select
their strategies in a vacuum. I then offer spatial econometric models as a more appropriate
test of Downsian implications because scholars can specify theoretically grounded ‘weights
matrices’ that describe the manner in which all parties’ ideological movements within the
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system are related. Scholars have more flexibility in both accurately depicting the strategic
behaviour of parties as well as how relative ideological positioning moderates the influence
of other theoretical variables (such as economic conditions or public opinion shifts).
Second, I replicate a study explaining the ideological movements of parties (Adams &
Somer-Topcu 2009b). I first demonstrate that the authors implicitly estimate a simple
version of a spatial-X model by including the average policy shift of the other parties from
the previous election as an explanatory variable. I derive three theoretical propositions
identifying which parties’ strategies will be positively related based on existing formal
models of party competition. Parties’ strategies will be positively correlated based on the
strategies of ideological neighbours, those in the same party family and general trends
across the party system. I then use a set of model selection procedures to determine that the
quadratic relative distance between parties provides the most empirically and theoretically
pleasing functional form.
The substantive inferences that one can draw from spatial econometric models are much
closer to the theoretical expectations proposed by Downsian models of party competition.
Rather than parties responding similarly to shifts by all parties and all parties in their family
(Adams & Somer-Topcu 2009b), I show that parties are responsive to all three neighbourhood schemes (neighbours, family and overall) and that these spatial contagion effects
decline as the relative distance between pairs of parties increases. These are important
inferences that are impossible to gain in OLS without careful considerations of these
patterns. For these reasons, I advocate using spatial econometric models in all circumstances where one has a theoretical rationale for expecting that the observations are
interdependent.
While the focus of the article is on party competition, its contributions are generally
applicable to a variety of topics. Any instance where the outcome of interest is a function
of the interconnectedness of actors presents an ample opportunity for spatial econometric
models. In particular, these methods could be used to examine a variety of patterns of
interconnectedness (e.g., geographical, ideological) of observations (e.g., parties, state governments, countries) regarding political outcomes (e.g., election results, policy implementation). I echo Beck et al.’s (2006: 27) sentiment that ‘space is more than geography’. While
I use a simple model specification where parties are spatially connected based on their
relative ideological distance, scholars can employ a virtually limitless stock of potential
model specifications to test their theoretical expectations.

Motivation
Downs (1957) produced a simple theory of voting behaviour based on the proximity of
parties in a two-party system to a voter’s ideal point. After considering the location of
parties’ platforms in relation to his own preferences, the voter calculates ‘expected party
differentials’ and votes in favour of the party that maximises his utility (Downs 1957: 39).
Essentially, proximity models such as this assert that ‘the voter will cast his vote for the
candidate “closest” to him in a space that describes all the factors that are of concern to the
voter’ (Enelow & Hinich 1984: 3). By implication, vote-maximising parties shift their policy
positions to attract voters. The central role of relative ideological proximity becomes clear
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by illustrating the simple voter calculus in the Downsian framework (Enelow & Hinich
1984). Assume that in a one-dimensional policy space, voter i will choose which party to
support, Party A or Party B, based on the proximity of those parties’ positions to his ideal
point,x. More formally, voter i will support Party A if (A − xi)2 < (B − xi)2, and Party B if (A
− xi)2 > (B − xi)2.1
The manner in which voters formulate these expected party differentials – whether
through Downsian proximity models or other spatial models (see below) – has important
implications for the incentives of vote-maximising parties. Rational parties craft their
strategies to reflect the various ways in which their relative ideological proximity to other
parties influences voters’ decisions. The influence of parties’ policy shifts on votes cannot be
evaluated without taking into account the relative ideological proximity of these parties. In
fact, it is impossible to isolate the effects of Party A’s policy shifts without also considering
Party B’s shifts: ‘[T]he parties extant at that point arrange themselves through competition
so that no party can gain more votes by moving to the right than it loses on the left by doing
so, and vice versa’ (Downs 1957: 123). Even in a multiparty context, the effects of Party A’s
shifts on voter i’s choice depends on whether Party A is to the immediate left or right of i’s
ideal point. In the case where there are other parties immediately closer, shifts by Party A
depend on how proximate A is to voter i, relative to the other parties in the system.
A large number of spatial models make important modifications to the original
Downsian framework, whether it is in the form of altering the manner in which voters
calculate expected utility or by relaxing restrictive assumptions. In doing so, these scholars
change our expectations of party behaviour in general, and the role of relative ideological
proximity in particular. Scholars uncover other influences beyond proximity, including the
direction of the proposed shift (Matthews 1979) in combination with the intensity of voters’
preferences (Rabinowitz & Macdonald 1989), the possibility of discounting platforms that
parties are unlikely to implement (Grofman 1985), including nonpolicy factors (Adams
2001; Adams et al. 2005), or a weighted mixture of the above (Merrill & Grofman 1999).
Others relax some of the unrealistic assumptions, including the vote-maximising assumption (Wittman 1973), and the availability of information to parties about voters’ preferences
(Kollman et al. 1992; see also Matthews 1979).
Perhaps the strongest criticism of the Downsian model questions the ‘ordered dimensions’ assumption that ‘the parties and voters of a political system must be able to place
themselves on one or more common dimensions’ (Stokes 1963: 372). Parties are unable to
take a position on those issues, such as economic growth or corruption, which are positively
or negatively viewed by the majority of the electorate. Instead, voters select the parties
based on the prospects of ‘who can do the job’ (Clarke et al. 2009: 44). Spatial models
that incorporate valence competition are able to explain puzzling phenomenon such as the
lack of centripetal movement in multiparty systems (Schofield 2003; Schofield & Sened
2005).
By structuring the means that voters use to determine which party to support, the
various spatial models of voting described above determine the expected commonalities
and differences in parties’ strategies. The implication that flows from these spatial models is
that parties’ ideological shifts are either motivated or restrained by the positions of other
parties. Indeed, empirical studies have demonstrated that parties’ ideological strategies are
not independent, but instead linked in ways that are theorised by spatial models of voting.
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A wealth of literature has extended the implications of spatial models to party strategy.
Scholars have found that parties shift their ideological positions in response to public
opinion shifts (Adams et al. 2004), previous election results (Somer-Topcu 2009), in the
opposite direction to their previous shift (Budge 1994), in anticipation of electoral threats
by niche parties (Meguid 2005; Spoon et al. 2014), and following no-confidence motions
that challenge the government’s valence (Somer-Topcu & Williams 2013). Parties take
these shifts with an eye on the next election, so it is understandable that these shifts have
electoral consequences (Ezrow 2005, 2008; Adams et al. 2006; Tavits 2007; Adams &
Somer-Topcu 2009a; Hellwig 2012).
The issue competition literature that studies how parties’ emphasis on various issues
influences the strategies of other parties treats parties’ decisions as related, though in varying
ways. On the one hand, prominent theories of issue saliency (Budge & Farlie 1983) and issue
ownership (Petrocik 1996) state that parties will refrain from directly engaging issues that are
‘owned’ by other parties. On the other hand, various theories suggest that parties engage the
issues of other parties (e.g., Sigelman & Buell 2004), whether it is in response to these issues
(Meguid 2005; Sides 2006; Spoon et al. 2014), the politicisation of issues (Carmines &
Stimson 1989; Green-Pedersen & Mortensen 2010, De Vries & Hobolt 2012), the emphasis
of traditionally salient issues such as the economy (Williams et al. forthcoming), or agendasetting in parliament by ideologically proximate parties (Vliegenthart et al. 2011). This
strategy of issue engagement may also be conditional on the particular issue as Green and
Hobolt (2008) demonstrate in their analysis of the 2005 British general election campaign.
Since these studies derive their hypotheses from spatial models where parties craft
strategies based on the manner in which voters make decisions between parties, all of these
theories ought to examine the ways in which these parties’ decisions are related. While
these studies do not explicitly model the spatial interconnectedness of these strategies (for
an exception, see Williams et al. forthcoming), they employ various strategies to ‘fix’ the
problem of correlated errors at the election level with either clustered standard errors or
panel-corrected standard errors. These techniques, however, do not correct for the model
misspecification and will induce omitted variable bias.2
The vast literature on party competition suggests that political parties do not act independently. In fact, electoral incentives are structured in such a way that parties that do not
change their strategies in reaction to and anticipation of other parties will not survive. In the
next section, I briefly describe Adams and Somer-Topcu’s (2009b) theory of ideological
shifts and explore their attempts at modeling spatial interdependence. I then derive three
theoretical propositions of anticipated patterns of interconnectedness based on the theories
described above. I demonstrate that the empirical methods traditionally used to make
inferences about party competition impose unrealistic assumptions on the behaviour of
parties.

Evaluation of empirical methods
Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) provide the first systematic, cross-national, empirical test
of a central component of Downsian theory: parties adjust their positions in response to
their rivals’ shifts. The empirical tests focus on two hypotheses. Their first expectation is that
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political parties respond to rival parties’ policy shifts by shifting their own policies in the
same direction (party dynamics hypothesis). In a two-party system with office-seeking
parties, Downs (1957) suggests that a shift in one direction will produce a shift in the same
direction by the other party to maintain convergence (this insight was extended to multiparty systems by Adams (2001)).The second expectation is that parties are more responsive
to policy shifts by members of their ideological family than to the policy shifts of other
parties in the system (ideological families hypothesis).
Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b: 834) provide the following model specification for the
‘fully specified model’:

Yt = β1 + β 2 SOt −1 + β 3SFt −1 + β 4 POt + β 5Yt −1 + ∈ t

(1)

where,
• Yt is the ideological change (based on the Comparative Manifesto Project’s (CMP’s)
left-right variable) of that party from election t−1 to election t (Klingemann et al.
2006);
• SQt−1 is the average ideological change of all the other parties from election t−2 to
election t−1;
• SFt−1 is the average ideological change of all the other parties in that party’s ideological family from election t−2 to election t−1;
• POt is the change in the median voter position between election t−1 and election t
(Kim & Fording 1998); and
• Yt−1 is that party’s ideological change between election t−2 and election t−1.
Since the party dynamics hypothesis states that parties will shift in the same direction as
the other parties within the system, Adams and Somer-Topcu expect β2 to be positive.
Likewise, a positive coefficient for β3 would suggest that parties respond more to the
movements by other parties within their family, and would thus support the ideological
families hypothesis.
Since the key theoretical variables are based on the behaviours of other parties (SOt−1
and SFt−1), it is worth considering how the authors treat relative ideological proximity.
Average party shiftt−1 (SOt−1) is created by summing all the shifts by the other parties and
dividing by the number of other parties in the system. More formally, we can represent this
with some simple matrix multiplication showing the construction of this variable for a
hypothetical three-party system.

⎡ 0 0.5 0.5⎤ ⎡ Sat − 1 ⎤ ⎡ (0 × Sat − 1 ) (0.5 × Sbt − 1 ) (0.5 × Sct − 1 )⎤
⎢0.5 0 0.5⎥ × ⎢S ⎥ = ⎢(0.5 × S ) (0 × S ) (0.5 × S )⎥
at − 1
bt − 1
ct − 1
⎥ ⎢ bt − 1 ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢⎣0.5 0.5 0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ Sct − 1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣(0.5 × Sat − 1 ) (0.5 × Sbt − 1 ) (0 × Sct − 1 ) ⎥⎦
The 3 × 3 matrix represents each party’s connections to the other parties. The three
elements of the first row represent party A’s connection to itself, party B, and party C,
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respectively. This matrix is then multiplied by the policy shift by specific parties (Sat−1, Sbt−1
and Sct−1). When we add these up, we get the average party shiftt−1.3
While it was not made explicit in their piece, Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) estimated a simple spatial econometric model called a spatial-X model with the following
formula: y = ρWX + γc + ∈ where W is an NT × NT matrix that specifies how each party is
related to the others, and X represents the policy shift from election t−2 to election t−1.
Together, these values make up the spatial lag. The ρ is the coefficient for that spatial lag,
and c is a vector of control variables measuring other relevant characteristics of that party
(with γ representing the vector of coefficients). Since the shifts of all other parties are
weighted equally in the above specification, I call this a ‘uniform weights matrix’. It is also
worthwhile to note that dividing these elements by the number of other parties in the
system row-standardises the weights matrix (Plümper & Neumayer 2010: 428).

Theory
As I will show, specifying the weights matrix in this manner violates our understanding of
strategic party competition and produces unrealistic empirical predictions. To illustrate this
disconnect, I present a series of hypothetical ideological movements by parties in a system
that should reasonably warrant strategic shifts by a party; in each case, the average party
shiftt−1 value for the party would be coded as 0, which would therefore predict no ideological
shift by that party in response to its rivals (Figure 1).4 While the party of interest – referred
to as the ‘focal party’ – is located in the middle of the ideological space in this example, the
predictions of movements apply to parties of all sizes and ideological dispositions.
In each scenario I depict a five-party system where the parties are lined up from left
(bottom) to right (top) and their ideological movements from election t−2 to election t−1
are shown on the horizontal axis. The focal party is in the middle of the spectrum at point
0. In the first scenario the other parties are experiencing centripetal movement; the rightist
parties (at the top) are moving to the left and the leftist parties (at the bottom) are moving
to the right. Given the potential ideological damage from leapfrogging a nearby party (e.g.,
Downs 1957: 122–123), the focal party most likely will respond to being squeezed on both
sides by remaining in the centre.
The second scenario depicts centrifugal movement by the non-focal parties, as they
are all moving toward the extremes. Staying in place is a viable option, but one could
certainly think of motivations for the focal party shifting in one direction or the other
based on ideological desires or perceptions of the voter distribution. The third scenario
depicts a single niche party on the left making a large moderating shift; the other three
parties are shifting to the left. But, since they calculate average party shiftt−11 by averaging
all the other parties’ movements, Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) would predict no
movement by the focal party even though the two closest parties ideologically are shifting
to the left (assuming that they are not in the same party family). Instead, the minor shifts
by the two ideological rivals would be counterbalanced by a massive shift by an extreme
party. The final scenario shows the two mainstream parties shifting to the right and the
extremist parties shifting to the left. Again, the average party shiftt−1 would have a value
of 0.
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Figure 1. Four scenarios of ideological movement that result in an average party shift value of 0.
Note: The scenarios depict four parties from right to left (top to bottom) shifting to the left or the right. In
all four scenarios, the uniform weights matrix depicted in Adams and Somer-Topcu’s (2009) average party
shiftt−1 variable would result in a spatial lag of 0, meaning that the focal party would not be expected to shift
its own position.

The inference that one makes with the above specification is that, although the level of
influence is highest for parties of the same family, all non-family parties’ shifts will have the
same influence on the focal party, and to the exact same extent. If our intention is to develop
a more theoretically and empirically accurate model of party competition, then how should
we characterise the ideological connections of parties? This involves choosing which parties
are connected and trigger responses in others (or the ‘neighbourhood scheme’) and the
strength of those connections (or the ‘weighting scheme’; Kostov 2010: 535). We can seek
guidance for both of these choices from an expansive literature on formal and empirical
models.
I derive expectations for neighbourhood schemes exhibiting positive spatial interdependence through three patterns. The first pattern is that those parties that are ideologically
contiguous will exhibit strong interdependence because of the simple Downsian calculation
of expected party differentials. Since the number of votes that one party gets depends on
whether its ideologically contiguous neighbour approaches or moves away from it, then the
parties’ strategies will be positively linked.
The second pattern is that parties of the same family will shift in the same direction.
Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) point out two reasons for this expectation: first, under
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complete information where parties know the exact location of other parties, parties of the
same family will shift in the same direction. Since the cut-points that divide the distribution
of voters will change, then the parties will shift their positions in the same direction. Second,
under incomplete information, parties might use the movement of other ideological parties
as a way of remaining responsive to those ideological voters (similar to the marker party
model in Budge (1994)). Since ideologically similar parties often appeal to voters based on
the same nonpolicy factors (such as race, religion and class; see Adams 2001), when voters
desert the parties with whom they identify they support an ideological rival (Converse &
Pierce 1992). Finally, the electoral threat posed by a single-issue extreme party in their
ideological neighbourhood triggers a variety of responses by mainstream parties (Meguid
2005; Spoon et al. 2014).
The third pattern is that parties will respond to ideological movements by all other
parties in the system (though the strength of the response will likely vary; see below).
Parties may be justified in responding similarly to all parties if their electoral fortunes
depend on the behaviours of non-proximate parties. The discounting (Grofman 1985) and
directional models (Rabinowitz & Macdonald 1989) provide certain conditions where
voters choose to support more extreme parties instead of proximate parties. If voters either
discount the platforms of moderate parties, or do not demonstrate the appropriate intensity
levels on an issue, then parties might respond positively to general shifts in the party system.
Williams et al. (forthcoming) present evidence that parties’ emphasis of the economy
depends on the strategies pursued by other parties, and that this effect declines as ideological distance increases.
Based on these models of party competition, I derive the following three theoretical
propositions about the manner in which parties’ strategies will be spatially interdependent:
The ideological shifts of parties will be positively spatially correlated based on:
1. Whether the parties are ideologically contiguous.
2. Whether the parties are in the same party family.
3. Their relative ideological proximity.
To illustrate how these theoretical propositions are translated into different specifications
of the weights matrix, consider the party system prior to the German election of 2005 in
Figure 2. At the top of the figure I show the left-right positions (in brackets) and party
families (in parentheses) for the five parties for which CMP data are available in 2005.5 I
then provide three weights matrices that correspond to the theoretical propositions.6
In the WAll matrix all of the parties can influence each other. Recall that each element of
the weights matrix represents the interconnectivity between those two parties at election
t−2. For example, the element in the second row, first column of the WAll matrix, d12, depicts
the connection, d, between the first and second party. (I discuss this weighting scheme in
more depth below.) In the WNeighbours matrix, only those parties that are ideological neighbours (contiguous) can influence each other. For example, the element in the first row, third
column is coded a 0 because it represents the connection between the SPD and the Left
Party. Since they are not ideological neighbours, they will not influence each other with this
specification.The parties that are to the far-left (Left Party) or to the right (CDU) only have
one ideological neighbour each. If voters decide based partly on proximity in the Downsian
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Figure 2. Three specifications of the weights matrix based on the German 2005 general election.
Note: The top figure provides the left-right scores (in brackets) and party families (in parentheses) of the
five main German parties in the 2005 elections, according to the Comparative Manifesto Project. The other
figures show how the block diagonal of the W matrix appears for the German case based on the three model
specifications. The distance between each party (djk) is calculated with the following: (max-abs|pj − pk|)x,
where x is determined via specification criteria. Larger positive values indicate parties that are ideologically
closer.

model, then we would expect stronger connections between ideologically contiguous
parties.
On the other hand, since voters incorporate other elements into their voter calculations,
such as partisanship or ideological concerns, one might expect that some parties within the
same overall family will be more connected than others because these parties are competing
for the same group of ideological voters. I test this proposition with the WFamily matrix. The
only parties that will be spatially correlated in this specification are the three leftist parties
(Left Party, Greens and SPD). In fact, neither the FDP (fourth row) nor the CDU (fifth row)
has any sort of spatial interdependence because neither has other family members.
Spatial econometric models are such a promising class of estimation techniques because
they offer a great deal of flexibility in crafting the appropriate empirical test of the implications from spatial models. Yet, as is the case with any empirical model, there are problems
of which scholars must be aware. In addition to correctly specifying the right-hand side of
one’s model (such as taking into account common shocks and common trends), and the
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particular estimation technique (such as spatial-X, spatial-lag or spatial error models),
Plümper and Neumayer (2010) highlight two issues dealing with the specification of the
weights matrix that are of particular importance to models of spatial competition.7
The first issue is whether or not to row-standardise the W, which either makes the spatial
lag a weighted average or sum of the independent variable (Plümper & Neumayer 2010:
428–429). Though row-standardisation is commonly done by spatial econometricians,
perhaps more thought should be given to its consequences since it ‘changes the relative
weight that observations of all the other units exert in the creation of spatial lags’ (Plümper
& Neumayer 2010: 429). In this case, it assumes that each party will be equally influenced
by its spatial neighbours, no matter how many ‘neighbours’ it has. Since I do not feel that
this is a justifiable assumption, the weights matrices in this project are not row-standardised
(unlike Adams & Somer-Topcu 2009b).
The second issue is that the precise functional form (or ‘weighting scheme’) of the weights
matrices is often arbitrary, and often uses features like geography and contiguity that are ‘at
best a functional equivalent for a substantive explanation’ (Neumayer & Plümper forthcoming: 5). Much like most decisions dealing with model specification, one’s theory should provide
the justification for choosing appropriately from ‘an infinite number of possibilities for specifying a functional form for the weighting matrix’ (Plümper & Neumayer 2010: 432).While the
theoretical propositions provide clear expectations about which pairs of parties will be
connected, it is relatively silent as to the appropriate measure of distance between the pairs.
The second choice in specifying a weights matrix, therefore, is to determine the strength of
those connections. Two patterns are obvious here. The first pattern is to weight all parties the
same,which implies that the movements of all parties have the same impact on the focal party’s
strategies. This is consistent with the row-unstandardised version of the average party shiftt−1
variable described above. The second pattern suggests that the movements by ideologically
distant parties should be weighted less than closer parties. Because parties have incentives to
maintain ‘integrity and responsibility’, they will be restrained from leapfrogging other parties:
‘[I]deological movement is restricted to horizontal progress at most up to – and never beyond
– the nearest party on either side’ (Downs 1957: 122–123; see also Budge 1994: 448). Thus, I
expect that the degree of spatial correlation will decline with distance, but my theory is unclear
as to which of the weighting schemes is appropriate (Plümper & Neumayer 2010: 432).
I follow the suggestions of Zhukov and Stewart (2013) and use a three-step method to
determine the appropriate functional form for each element of the weights matrix. They
treat the specification of the weights matrix as a model selection problem where scholars
choose between the alternative functional forms by first assessing the strength and statistical significance of the spatial autocorrelation; second, using goodness of fit diagnostics;
and third, performing cross-validation by randomly estimating a subset of the sample and
then performing predictive performance checks on out-of-sample data (Zhukov & Stewart
2013: 274). I estimate the model described below (model 1) repeatedly, each time changing
the functional form of the weights matrix (djk in Figure 2) so that the distance is weighted
in a different manner. More specifically, I calculate the distance between party j’s position
and party k’s position with the following formula: (max-abs|pj − pk|)x, where x =
{0,0.25, . . . ,3}. Subtracting each element from the maximum value ensures that all the
elements are positive, where small positive values indicate parties that have little to no
spatial interdependence and large positive values represent large spatial interdependence.
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Also note that this range of x is broad enough to incorporate multiple common functional
forms including a uniform matrix (x = 0), linear (x = 1), quadratic (x = 2) and cubic (x = 3).
The three-step process identifies three functional forms that perform nearly equally well (2,
2.5 and 3);8 I choose a quadratic functional form because of its common usage in Downsian
proximity models to represent declining utility as the distance between voter and candidate
increases (Merrill & Grofman 1999: 21).
I contend that studies of ideological change in general, and Adams and Somer-Topcu
(2009b) in particular, would benefit from explicitly modeling the responses to rival parties’
shifts with a more empirically appropriate and theoretically pleasing set of models. Though
the model presented herein is a spatial-X model9 estimated via OLS, it is just one of a
general class of spatial econometric models – the most notable of which is the spatial
autoregressive (SAR) model. One could model these simultaneous movements within the
context of spatial interdependence with the following spatial autoregressive (SAR) equation (Franzese & Hays 2007: 143): y = ρWy + Xβ + ε, where ρ is the spatial autoregressive
coefficient, W is the NT × NT weights matrix, and Wy is the spatial lag. In the case where the
outcome is each party’s shift from election t−1 to t, the spatial lag for party A is a weighted
sum of the ideological shifts for all other parties from election t−1 to t, with weights given
by the appropriate elements of the weights matrix W.This estimation technique differs from
the spatial-X model because it allows the outcome of interest (parties’ policy shifts from
election t−1 to t) to be simultaneously determined as a result of the movement by all other
parties for that election. For instance, SAR models can show that Party A’s shifts at election
t influence the other parties’ shifts at election t, which produces a feedback loop that
influences Party A’s shifts, and so on.
Thus, SAR models offer a tighter link between theory and empirics since most formal
and agent-based models of party competition assume that parties act simultaneously (or
nearly so) (Kollman et al. 1992; Laver 2005), and therefore provide a possible solution for
the ‘statistical nightmare’ of reciprocal causality between rival parties’ policy shifts
(Erikson et al. 2002). Unfortunately, the nature of the manifesto data constrains scholars
from examining simultaneous shifts because the process of writing the manifesto is a
time-consuming process . . . which typically takes place over a two–three year period
during which party-affiliated research departments and committees draft sections of
this manuscript, which are then circulated for revisions and approval upward to party
elites and downward to activists. (Adams & Somer-Topcu 2009b: 832; see also
Klingemann et al. 1994)
Nevertheless, as long as one specifies the patterns of connectivity in a theoretically pleasing
manner, the spatial-X model presents a unique method for estimating responses to previous
shifts. I explore this matter in the next section.

Empirical model
To demonstrate the value of estimating spatial econometric models in the analysis of
party competition, I replicate Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b). In Table 1, I provide the
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Table 1. Replication of Adams and Somer-Topcu’s (2009) spatial-x model with specifications of the weights
matrix based on relative proximity
Variable

A&S-T

Party Shift (t−1)

Model 1

–0.36** (0.03)

–0.39** (0.02)

Public Opinion Shift (t−1)

0.48** (0.03)

0.49** (0.03)

Average Party Shift (t−1)

0.16** (0.04)

Average Family Shift (t−1)

0.10** (0.05)

WAll × Party Shift (t−1)

(1.3 × 10−6)
3.8 × 10 **
−6

(1.9 × 10 )
−6

Intercept
RMSE
Adjusted R

4.9 × 10 **
−6

–0.11 (0.37)
15.7
2

0.294

0.49** (0.03)
–0.03 (0.06)

3.0 × 10 **

WFamily × Party Shift (t−1)

–0.40** (0.02)
–0.06 (0.07)

−6

WNeighbours × Party Shift (t−1)

Model 2

4.1 × 10−6**
(1.7 × 10−6)
3.9 × 10−6**
(1.9 × 10−6)
5.9 × 10−6**

(2.1 × 10−6)

(3.1 × 10−6)

–0.26 (0.41)

–0.29 (0.41)

15.5

15.5

0.308

0.308

AIC

12051.5

12023.3

12025.9

BIC

12077.8

12054.9

12068.1

1,444

1,444

Distance

Distance

N

1,444

W

Uniform

Notes: ** p < 0.05; * p < 0.1 (two-tailed). Weights matrix represents quadratic relative distance at election
t−2.

replication results of the ‘fully specified model’ (Adams & Somer-Topcu 2009b: 837) with
two spatial-X models with weights matrices specified in the manner above.
The results from Adams and Somer-Topcu (first column) show that parties tend to shift
in the opposite direction that they shifted in the past and in the same direction as public
opinion. More importantly, the authors find support for their hypotheses that parties shift
in the same direction as the other parties within that system (average party shiftt−1), and to
a greater extent if the parties are in their party family (average family shiftt−1).
For a variety of reasons discussed above, I argue that a better model specification has a
more theoretically informed weights matrix. In model 1, I remove their two variables and
insert three spatial lags based on reversed quadratic distance between all parties (WAll),
ideological neighbours (WNeighbours), and those in the same family (WFamily).10 All three spatial
lag coefficients are statistically significant and in the expected direction, indicating that the
parties respond positively to the shifts of other parties, conditional on their relative location, party family and ideological neighbours. This supports the three theoretical propositions presented above. The small magnitude of the spatial lags reflects the large values of
each element in quadratic relative distance specifications of the weights matrices. The
largest substantive effect appears to be the family spatial lag, which indicates that movement by family members is likely to elicit the largest response by rival parties. Furthermore,
the results indicate that the movement of ideological neighbours has a positive impact on
parties’ movement even after controlling for their relative distance and whether they are in
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Figure 3. Predicted ideological movement of the focal party in response to shifts by four other parties in the
system.
Note: The predictions are based on the parameter estimates from the A&S-T model and model 1. The
triangles represent parties that share the same party family as the focal party. The symbols are slightly
jittered to ease comparison of predicted values across models. The five parties are located at –50, –25, 0, 25
and 50.

the same party family. This is a finding that is important to proximity models (since relative
distance between neighbours determines the cutpoints), but is one that cannot be inferred
from Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b).
Though the goodness of fit statistics at the bottom of Table 1 indicate a slightly better
model fit, a more complete specification would allow us to test the uniform expectation
(from Adams and Somer-Topcu 2009b) and the three theoretical propositions head-tohead. In model 2, I include all five spatial lags. While the three coefficients based on the
theoretical propositions are statistically significant and positive, the Adams and SomerTopcu spatial lag coefficients are not statistically different from zero and are not in the
expected direction.11 Model 1 outperforms model 2, which suggests that the addition of the
uniform weights matrices (average party shiftt−1 and average family shiftt−1) provides no
additional explanatory power. Thus, parties do not respond uniformly to the movements of
all parties within the system, but are more responsive to ideological neighbours, family
members and parties in close relative ideological proximity.
Another way of comparing the models head-to-head is to show that the predictions of
ideological movement are also more reasonable in terms of empirical patterns and consistency
with spatial models. Figure 3 shows the predicted ideological shift for the focal party at election
t,influenced by a one standard deviation shift to the right (+18.8) of one of the other four parties
in the system at election t−1 for the two models (A&S-T and model 1). First consider the
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predictions of the A&S-T model (shown in black triangles and circles).The predicted values at
the far left portion of the figure show the focal party’s predicted movement if PartyA shifts one
standard deviation to the right. Of course, the amount depends on whether or not Party A is in
the focal party’s family (represented by triangles). If not, it will shift 0.8 units to the right; if it
is in the same party family, it will shift 1.26 units to the right. This means that the focal party is
influenced by Party A’s movement, even though Party A is 50 points to the left of it and is not
a viable competitor for the same range of voters.Furthermore,a similar shift by an ideologically
proximate party (either Party B or Party C) produces an identical shift. Recall that since
ideological distance plays no explicit role in Adams and Somer-Topcu (outside of a dichotomous variable representing party family), the focal party is influenced by any party’s shifts.The
implication is that a far-right party would be as responsive to a shift by a green party as a much
closer moderate-left party. I am not aware of any theoretical or empirical basis for expecting
that the movement by a non-contiguous ideologically extreme party produces the same shift as
one by an ideologically proximate party.
By incorporating information about party families, Adams and Somer-Topcu argue that
a party might respond more strongly to shifts by rival parties. On the other hand, I paint a
more nuanced picture of spatial dependence. In model 2, the focal party will be influenced
by the movement of all parties, and in particular those in its party family and ideological
neighbours. Furthermore, the effects of these shifts will decline quadratically across relative
distance. I show the predicted movements with shaded triangles and circles in Figure 3. First
consider the effects of Party A’s movement on the focal party if it is not in the focal party’s
family. In this case, two of the three spatial lags equal 0 (WNeighbours and WFamily in Figure 2),
so the only influence is based on the all parties spatial lag and this influence declines quickly
across distance. Since the two parties are separated by 50 points, a substantial shift to the
right by Party A only has a minimal effect on the focal party (+0.14). If Party A is in the
focal party’s family, then the response increases to a 0.75 shift to the right. This is reasonable, since the focal party is unlikely to respond to more extreme movement unless it shares
a common ideological bond in the form of party family.
Now consider Party B’s effect on the focal party. Since it is an ideological neighbour, then
it will be more influential on the focal party’s strategy. Indeed, even though it is a good
distance away from the focal party (25 points), a one standard deviation shift (+18.8) by Party
A produces a 1.22 shift to the right. Rival parties within the same family warrant an even
larger response by the focal party because they are catering their message to the same range
of voters.We also see more reasonable predictions in terms of magnitude; an 18-point shift to
the right by an ideologically contiguous party in the same family now produces a shift of 2.2
to the right, even after controlling for shifts in public opinion and previous movement. Unlike
the uniform specification provided by Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b), the influence of all
parties wanes as the relative ideological distance increases. For instance, if we decrease the
relative distance between the focal party and Party B to be 5, then this shift increases to +3.3.

Conclusion
This article offers a set of theoretical propositions about the ways in which parties’ strategies are spatially connected and tests those propositions with a technique that explicitly
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estimates the degree of interconnectedness between parties. I illustrate the utility of this
method by replicating Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) and by presenting a more nuanced
picture of responses to rival parties’ ideological shifts. More specifically, I find evidence
supporting the three theoretical propositions of positive spatial autocorrelation. First, the
weights specification that connects parties based on party family provided the largest
substantive effects, suggesting that parties competing over the same bloc of voters for policy
and non-policy reasons are likely to move in similar ways as their competitors. Second, I
find strong evidence that ideological neighbours share similar strategies. This inference is
consistent with Downsian notions of party competition since the relative distance between
neighbours determines the cut points that partition the voter distribution. Nevertheless, it
is an inference that is neglected in Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b). Finally, model specification procedures indicate that the best performing functional form is a quadratic distance, lending support to those spatial modelers who posit that voter utility declines
quadratically over distance. The quadratic specification suggests that mainstream parties
are still likely to respond to the shifts of ideologically extreme parties, but not in a substantively meaningful manner on average. I argue that this is a more theoretically pleasing
result than the one offered by Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009b) that relative ideological
distance – controlling for party family – has no conditioning effect on parties’ ideological
movements.
There are relatively few subfields in political science where the wealth of data allows us
to test nearly all the expectations from the vast theoretical literature. Fortunately, the
empirical study of party competition fits that description. Spatial econometric models
represent the best way to honour the spatial theoretical models while still producing the
most efficient empirical estimation procedures. I suggest that scholars should employ
spatial econometric models in any instance where they expect that the observations are
interdependent. A particularly obvious candidate for such an approach is the study of party
competition or the consequences thereof (e.g., budgetary allocations or electoral results, see
Williams and Whitten forthcoming). This is a great opportunity to narrow the gap between
empirical estimation techniques that make unreasonable assumptions (such as independent
observations) and rich theory that painstakingly describes the interconnectedness of
parties. Recent efforts by scholars have minimised practical concerns about estimating
spatial econometric models.12
Spatial econometric models offer a great deal of promise for models of party behaviour,
whether it is through different estimation techniques that relate weights matrices to the
outcome of interest, or through modifying the weights matrices to allow different patterns
of connectivity. If one has data that is refined enough to examine concurrent shifts, then
SAR models (described above) and spatial error-correction models offer unique opportunities to model the effects of shocks on the long-run equilibrium of party behaviour. In
addition to demonstrating how the influence of exogenous shocks varies based on the
ideological landscape, this method offers a closer approximation of how strategic parties
make simultaneous decisions regarding their ideological positions.
The other avenue of opportunity involves modeling the weights matrix in countless ways
to provide closer matches to our theoretical expectations. For example, one could vary the
pairs of parties that are connected to include potential coalition partners (Duch et al. 2010)
or parties in pre-electoral coalitions (Golder 2006). A particular fruitful possibility is to
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actually estimate the patterns of interconnectivities between parties (e.g., Steinwand 2013),
which would provide an empirically based alternative to either manifesto or expert survey
derived measures of ideological positions. Finally, scholars must ensure that the weights
matrix itself is exogenous to the rest of the model or risk inconsistent parameters (Kelejian
& Piras forthcoming). The spatial competition literature argues that the ideological locations in the W are the result of careful electoral considerations by party elites based on
public opinion shifts (Adams et al. 2004), past election results (Somer-Topcu 2009), valence
evaluations (Schofield 2003) and activists’ preferences (Aldrich 1983), among others. In the
specification herein, relative distances are calculated at election t−2, which occurs prior to
the other variables and thus reduces the risk of endogeneity. Those who cannot assume
strict exogeneity can employ instrumental variables (Neumayer & Plümper forthcoming:
31–32), though this solution is not without pitfalls (Kelejian and Piras forthcoming).
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Notes
1. One could also characterise this calculation in terms of absolute distances (Enelow & Hinich 1984: 11).
2. More specifically, treating each observation as conditionally independent in this fashion has been shown
to produce over-estimation of the other variables (Franzese & Hays 2007: 147), and under-estimation of
the standard error of the other variables (Franzese & Hays 2007: 155).
3. Average family shift is calculated similarly, except we only add the movement by parties in the same
family.
4. Almost a quarter of the sample observations (24.5 per cent) have values of average party shift within a
quarter of a standard deviation of 0 (between –2.7 and +2.7).
5. I follow the lead of Adams and Somer-Topcu (2009a) and use the CMP’s party family designation to
code parties into either left (Ecology, Communist or Social Democrat) or right (Conservative, Christian
Democrat, or Nationalist).
6. In the empirical analysis, there are multiple elections with different parties competing at each election.
The full matrix is stacked by party first and then by election. The elements of the off-block-diagonal
represent how a party at election is connected to parties at other elections. Since there is not a clear
theoretical rationale for this type of interdependence these cells have a value of 0. Moreover, the
diagonal elements are set to 0 since these represent each party’s distance from itself.
7. Neumayer and Plümper (forthcoming) also provide guidance on how to handle a number of other
specification issues that arise, including semi-parametric functional forms, missing values in the W, how
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to deal with negative values (values that could indicate direction between parties), and multiple and
interactive connectivity matrices.
I provide the results for these model specification tests in the Additional Materials file available online
at: web.missouri.edu/∼williamslaro/.
While the ‘X’ part of the ‘spatial-X’ model is technically the lagged dependent variable (average party
shiftt−1), I choose to call it a ‘spatial-X model’ to distinguish it from other efforts to model simultaneous
shifts (such as a SAR model).
Recall that this is reversed so that values close to 0 imply large ideological distances and large positive
numbers imply ideologically proximate parties.
The largest variance inflation factor in this model is between the average party shift and WAll × average
party shift, and it is only 4.64. This would suggest that the lack of significance is due to a lack of precision
of the estimates rather than multicollinearity.
Canned procedures that estimate spatial econometric models are offered in a number of popular
statistical packages including Stata, R and Matlab. Additionally, Neumayer and Plümper (2010) have
developed a Stata command that automates the creation of weights matrices.
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